Sublime reaches the highest levels of form and functionality.

Sublime
Bathroom Fixtures
Sublime Faucets

**F13001 – CP $289 BN $349**  
Single Lever Lavatory Tap  
Includes pop-up FA725

**F13002 – CP $419 BN $499**  
Single Lever Lavatory Tap with 6” Extension  
Includes pop-up FA725

**F13008T – CP $269 BN $319**  
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim *

Dual purpose: use as wall mount tub filler when flow straightener is used in lieu of aerator. F13008T-S with streamer.

*Requires rough-in F3000B for horizontal installation. CP $170 BN $190. Pop-up not included.

**fp8001293**  
CP $10 BN $12  
4” cover plate

**FA725**  
CP $32 BN $39  
Waste Pop-up with Overflow

Also available:

**FA725B**  
CP $39 BN $49  
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

**FA725C**  
CP $39 BN $49  
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

F1341T – CP $529 BN $635
Sublime Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

F1340T – CP $509 BN $609
Sublime Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

F1351T – CP $359 BN $429
Sublime Shower Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter:
F1001B – $160

F1340T – CP $439 BN $529
Sublime Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

F1320T – CP $269 BN $329
Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

F1321T – CP $179 BN $219
Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter:
F1001B – $160

CP = chrome plated finish  BN = PVD brushed nickel finish
Options

Handheld Accessories

- **6" Ceiling Shower Arm with Round** (fp6018008) or **Square** (fp6020008) Escutcheon
  - cp $32, bn $39

- **8" Shower Arm** (fp6016008, cp $39, bn $49)
  - **Tub Spout** (fp6057034, cp $149, bn $186)

- **Fixed Handheld Shower Holder** (fp6001004, cp $49, bn $59)
  - **12" Ceiling Shower Arm** (fp6058034, cp $80, bn $96)

- **Handheld Shower Wall Outlet** (fp6021008, cp $49, bn $59)
  - **3-Function ABS Shower Wand** (fp6012008, cp $59, bn $69)

- **Tub Spout Set with Streamer** (fp6056034, cp $119, bn $143)

- **3-Function ABS Shower Wand** (fp6012008, cp $49, bn $59)

- **5-Function ABS Shower Head** (fp6002048, cp $49, bn $59)

- **Brass Shower Wand - Round** (fp6033034, cp $155, bn $189)

- **Brass Shower Wand - Square** (fp6001048, cp $39, bn $49)

Shower Arms

- **8" Brass Round Rain Shower Head** (fp6001050, cp $179, bn $219)

- **8" ABS Square Rain Shower Head** (fp6000350, cp $56, bn $65)

- **5-Function ABS Shower Wand** (fp601000, cp $52, bn $69)

- **Round Rain Shower Head** (fp6020008, cp $56, bn $65)

- **8" Brass Tub Spout** (fp6001004, cp $49, bn $59)

- **8" ABS Tub Spout** (fp6000150, cp $69, bn $85)

- **Plated Brass Slide Rail** (fa101, cp $138, bn $161)

- **Plated Brass Slide Rail** (fa105, cp $119, bn $137)

- **Plated Brass Slide Rail** (fa106, cp $81, bn $96)

Tub Fillers

- **1" Cartridge Extension Kit for PB Valve** (fp8002001-384-long, cp $86, bn $99)

- **1" Extended Diverter for PB Valve** (fp8002001-384-long, cp $55, bn $71)

Cover Plate & Valves

- **Rough-in PB Valve without Diverter** (f1000, cp $180, bn $205)

- **Rough-in PB Valve with Diverter** (f1001, cp $160, bn $185)

- **Trim for In-Wall Valve without Diverter** (fp6013032, cp $51, bn $67)

- **Trim for In-Wall Valve with Diverter** (fp6013033, cp $58, bn $71)

- **Cartridge Extension Kit for PB Valve** (fp6010004, cp $54, bn $63)